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Abstract: When a question phrase bears a grammatical function in a subordinate clause but

the interrogativity it introduces extends over a higher clause, there are two main possibilities in

Hungarian: (i) the question phrase appears preverbally in the clause over which it takes scope,

or (ii) the question phrase appears in the subordinate clause while the scope of interrogativity

is indicated by the presence of another question phrase in the higher clause (the scope-

marking construction). In order to understand the features shared by these two types of

question and the ways in which they differ, this article explores the intonation of these types of

multiple-clause constituent questions in Hungarian. The results of experimental investigation

are reported and discussed, and the significance of these findings is evaluated in the context

of wider typological variation in the formation of multiple-clause constituent questions.
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MULTIPLE-CLAUSE CONSTITUENT QUESTIONS 269

1. Introduction

When a question phrase takes scope over a clause higher than the one in
which it bears a grammatical function in Hungarian, two different strate-
gies can be used to form a multiple-clause constituent (‘wh’) question. In
this paper, I outline major features of the syntax (section 2) and intona-
tion (section 3) of these two types of multiple-clause constituent question
(CQ), discuss the significance of these aspects of their structure, and
present an analysis of the scope-marking (partial ‘wh’ movement) con-
struction (section 4) that is consistent with Staudacher’s (2000) semantics
and accounts for the similarities which exist between this construction
and the CQ formation strategy referred to as ‘wh’ clausal pied-piping.

2. The syntax of multiple-clause constituent questions

2.1. Constituent question formation strategy 1:
(multiple) syntactic focusing

It is well established that in a regular CQ in Hungarian, a question word
appears in the preverbal syntactic position associated with the discourse
function focus (1).1

(a)(1) Interrogative

[János]TOP [ki-nek]FOC mutat-t-a be Mari-t?
John.nom who-dat introduce-past-defo.3sg vm Mary-acc

‘Who did John introduce Mary to?’

(b) Non-interrogative

[János]TOP [Anná-nak]FOC mutat-t-a be Mari-t.
John.nom Anna-dat introduce-past-defo.3sg vm Mary-acc

‘John introduced Mary to Anna.’

When a single question phrase bears a grammatical function in a lower
clause, this CQ formation strategy can also be used, in which case the
question phrase appears in the higher clause over which it takes scope,
specifically in the immediately preverbal position associated with fo-
cusing. For example, in (2) the question word kinek ‘who’ appears in

1 Abbreviations follow those in the Leipzig Glossing Rules and additionally include:
defo = definite object; H = high tone; H + L = bitonal falling pitch accent; L = low
tone; and vm = verb modifier.
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270 LOUISE MYCOCK

focus position in the higher clause and is the indirect object of the verb
bemutatta ‘introduced’ in the lower clause.

(2) [István]TOP [ki-nek]FOC gondol-ja, [hogy [János]TOP

Stephen.nom who-dat think-pres.defo.3sg that John.nom

be-mutat-t-a Mari-t]?
vm-introduce-past-defo.3sg Mary-acc

‘Who does Stephen think that John introduced Mary to?’

In a single-clause regular multiple CQ, i.e., one which elicits a pair-list
answer,2 question phrases form an indivisible preverbal group, consistent
with them being syntactically focused (3).3 I will refer to this as CQ
formation strategy 1: (multiple) syntactic focusing.

2 I confine discussion and analysis to this type of multiple CQ, which represents the
most frequent type in Hungarian (Lipták 2001, 101). See Lipták (op.cit., Chapter
3) for a review of other multiple CQ formation strategies available in Hungar-
ian which are structurally and semantically distinct from those formed using
Strategy 1.

3 There are analyses (e.g., Lipták 2001; É. Kiss 2002) which assume that only
the final question phrase in the preverbal group occupies focus position in
Hungarian; other question phrases are argued to occupy a higher syntactic
position associated with a distributive reading. However, there is semantic,
syntactic and intonational evidence which challenges this analysis. For example,
Surányi (2002, 185) states that ‘higher’ question words need not be interpreted
exhaustively in all cases, contrary to expectation if they occupy distributive
quantifier position. Certain facts about syntactic distribution are also surprising
if the non-final question word occupies distributive quantifier position: Surányi
(2002) states that a distributive quantifier cannot intervene between two question
phrases in a multiple CQ (i).

(i) *Ki mindenki-t mikor hív-ott fel?

who.nom everybody-acc when call-past.3sg vm
intended: ‘Who phoned everybody when?’ (op.cit., 187)

Finally, if these question words are distributive quantifiers and the immediately
preverbal question word alone occupies syntactic focus position, one would
predict that the preverbal sequences distributive quantifier–focus and question
word–question word in two different sentences would exhibit the same basic
pattern of intonation. However, this is not the case: the distributive quantifier
bears main stress in the former, but the immediately preverbal question word
bears main stress in a multiple CQ (Mycock 2010). The location of main stress
is indicated by bold in (ii) and (iii). (Main stress is discussed and exemplified in
3.5; example (10a) includes the pitchtrack for (iii).)
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MULTIPLE-CLAUSE CONSTITUENT QUESTIONS 271

(a)(3) [János]TOP [ki-t]FOC [ki-nek]FOC mutat-ott be?
John.nom who-acc who-dat introduce-past.3sg vm

‘Who did John introduce to who?’ (É. Kiss 2002, 101)

(b) [Ki ]FOC [ki-t]FOC [ki-nek]FOC mutat-ott be?
who.nom who-acc who-dat introduce-past.3sg vm

‘Who introduced who to who?’

This straightforward relationship between syntactic focusing and CQ for-
mation breaks down in the case of multiple CQs in which question phrases
bear grammatical functions in a subordinate clause but the interrogativ-
ity they introduce extends over a higher clause. In such sentences, only
a single question phrase can appear in the higher clause (2); if multiple
preverbal question phrases occupy immediately preverbal position in the
higher clause, the resulting CQ is ungrammatical (4).4

(4) *Zéta [ki-nek]FOC [mi-t]FOC gondol-t, [hogy Emőke mond-ott]?
Zéta.nom who-dat what-acc know-past.3sg that Emőke.nom say-past.3sg

‘What did Zéta think that Emőke said to who?’ (Puskás 2000, 262)

To form a CQ in Hungarian in which the interrogativity introduced by
multiple question phrases in a subordinate clause extends over a higher
clause, a distinct CQ formation strategy is used: scope marking.

(ii) [Mindenki-t]DISTRIB [János]FOC hív-ott fel.

everyone-acc John.nom call-past.3sg vm

‘For every x, x = person, John called x.’

(iii) Ki ki-nek mutat-t-a be Mari-t?

who.nom who-dat introduce-past-defo.3sg vm Mary-acc

‘Who introduced Mary to who?’
These data do not support a distributive quantifier analysis of non-final preverbal
question phrases. Therefore, multiple preverbal question phrases are analysed as
occupying multiple syntactic positions associated with focus in this article, as in
(3b).

4 There is a notable exception to this generalization. When the lower clause in this
type of CQ is non-finite, that clause does not constitute a separate domain for
certain syntactic phenomena in Hungarian, including syntactic focusing. Thus
(i), in which the lower clause contains an infinitival verb form, is grammatical.

(i) István [ki-t]FOC [ki-nek]FOC akar [be-mutat-ni]?

Stephen.nom who-acc who-dat want.pres.3sg vm-introduce-inf

‘Who does Stephen want to introduce to who?”
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272 LOUISE MYCOCK

2.2. Constituent question formation strategy 2: scope marking

Long-distance dependencies involving multiple question phrases can only
be expressed using the scope-marking (partial ‘wh’ movement) construc-
tion, in which a question word appears in focus position in a higher clause
and has the effect of ‘extending the scope’ of the multiple question phrases
in the lower clause. I will refer to this as CQ formation strategy 2: scope
marking. (The scope-marking question word mi- ‘what’ appears in small
capitals to distinguish it from other ‘true’ question phrases, which are
given in italics.)

(5) [István]TOP [mi-t]FOC gondol, [hogy [ki ]FOC [ki-t]FOC

Stephen.nom what-acc think.pres.3sg that who.nom who-acc

hívott fel]?
call-past.3sg vm

‘Who does Stephen think called who?’

The lower clause in this construction is a subordinate clause: it begins
with the finite complementizer hogy ‘that’.5

The scope-marking construction is not reserved solely for long-
distance dependencies involving multiple CQs; the lower clause may also
contain a single question phrase, as in (6), cf. (2).6

(6) [István]TOP [mi-t]FOC gondol, [hogy [János]TOP [ki-nek]FOC

Stephen.nom what-acc think.pres.3sg that John.nom who-dat

mutat-t-a be Mari-t]?
introduce-past-defo.3sg vm Mary-acc

‘Who does Stephen think that John introduced Mary to?’

The scope-marking construction may be used to extend the scope of a
question phrase or phrases over more than two clauses, in which case the
scope-marking question word mi- ‘what’, whose position in a higher clause
indicates the extent of interrogativity, appears in every clause which in-
tervenes between the ‘true’ question phrase(s) in a lower clause and the
highest occurrence of the interrogative scope-marker, as shown in (7).

5 Contrast this with a sequence of autonomous interrogative clauses as in English
What does Stephen think? Who called who?

6 In Hungarian, the lower clause may also be a polar (yes/no) question, but for
reasons of space, this type of interrogative scope-marking construction is set aside.
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MULTIPLE-CLAUSE CONSTITUENT QUESTIONS 273

(7) István [mi-t]FOC gondol, [hogy Mari
Stephen.nom what-acc think.pres.3sg that Mary.nom

[mi-t]FOC mond-ott, [hogy János [ki-t]FOC hív-ott fel]]?
what-acc say-past.3sg that John.nom who-acc call-past.3sg vm

‘Who does Stephen think that Mary said that John called?’

A particularly interesting feature of the scope-marking construction cross-
linguistically is that the embedding verb involved must be one that sub-
categorizes for a non-interrogative complement, such as gondol ‘think’ or
mond ‘say’, but this must be paired with an apparently interrogative com-
plement, as in (7). A non-interrogative complement in a scope-marking
construction results in ungrammaticality (8).

(8) Verb which selects non-interrogative complement
with non-interrogative complement

*István [mi-t]FOC hisz, [hogy János
Stephen.nom what-acc believe.pres.3sg that John.nom

Mari-t hív-t-a fel]?
Mary-acc call-past-defo.3sg vm

‘Mary does Stephen believe John called?’

As the translation of (7) shows, the lower clause is not interpreted as
an embedded CQ. This point, along with the fact that the verb in the
higher clause subcategorizes for a non-interrogative in every other case,
indicates that despite containing at least one question phrase, the lower
clause is not in fact interrogative in a scope-marking construction.

Given the distinct syntax of these two types of CQs, it is interesting
to compare their prosody to see which features they share and how they
differ, and, in particular, to see if this provides insights into the exact na-
ture of the scope-marking construction, whose syntax and semantics have
been the subject of debate in the literature (e.g., Dayal 1994; Fanselow
2006; Staudacher 2000) but whose prosody has received little, if any,
attention in terms of data collection and analysis. The results of experi-
mental investigation into the intonation of both strategies used to form
matrix, multiple-clause CQs in Hungarian are presented in section 3 and
discussed in section 4.
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274 LOUISE MYCOCK

3. The intonation of multiple-clause constituent questions:
experimental data

3.1. Method

Examples of spoken Hungarian were elicited at three non-consecutive
recording sessions consisting of smaller subsessions. Recording took place
in a soundproof room at the Kempelen Farkas Speech Research Labo-
ratory, Research Institute for Linguistics of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, Budapest, Hungary, using a Stagg CM-5050 electret-conden-
sor microphone and a Marantz PMD670 solid-state recorder. Recordings
were made in mono with a sampling rate of 48 kHz; files were saved in
.wav format.

3.2. Consultants

The consultants were four native speakers of Hungarian, two males and
two females aged between 20 and 35, all of whom were born and raised
in the Budapest area. None of the consultants reported speech or hearing
difficulties.

3.3. Materials

Written instructions were given to consultants before each session began
asking them to read aloud the material presented to them fluently, at as
natural a speed and volume as possible. The stimuli were single sentences
and two-sentence (question and answer) dialogues printed on separate
cards and presented in pseudo-randomized order. Each target sentence/
dialogue was provided in isolation in order to elicit, as far as possible, ‘out-
of-the-blue’ utterances. Single sentences were recorded by one consultant
in one subsession, while dialogues were recorded by two consultants in a
separate subsession. A total of 180 sentences/dialogues were elicited in
this manner at each recording session.
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3.4. Analysis

Target sentences were extracted from the original recording and saved
as separate .aiff files. Pitch contours and f0 values were analysed using
Praat (Boersma–Weenink 2005). All measurements are in Hz.

3.5. Results

For each type of multiple-clause CQ, a general pattern of intonation was
identified in the data collected.7 The pitchtracks provided in this article
represent a single token, i.e., one utterance produced at one recording
session by a single consultant. However, each pitchtrack exemplifies the
general pattern of intonation identified in the tokens elicited.

3.5.1. CQ formation strategy 1: (multiple) syntactic focusing

With respect to its intonation, CQs formed using Strategy 1, (multi-
ple) syntactic focusing, exhibit the typical contour associated with a
predicate8 in a non-neutral sentence (Kálmán 1985b).9 A non-neutral
sentence is defined in Kálmán et al. (1986, 130) as being “fairly marked
semantically” and containing at least one operator. Non-neutral sentences
thus include in a preverbal position a negative element, a distributive
quantifier, an interrogative or non-interrogative focused constituent, or
a combination thereof. The major distinguishing features of the intona-
tion contour associated with the predicate in a non-neutral sentence are
a single point of prosodic prominence (‘main stress’) which is followed
by a low (L tone) plateau.10 The main stress in a non-neutral predicate
bears a specific pitch movement: a sharply falling, i.e., H(igh) + L(ow),

7 The discussion of prosody is confined to intonation here, given Olaszy’s (2000)
finding that changes in fundamental frequency, the acoustic correlate of changes
in pitch, is the main carrier of prosody in Hungarian.

8 In relation to a non-neutral sentence, predicate refers to the logical predicate
which expresses some predication about the referent of the logical subject (the
topic). (For the sake of clarity, I henceforth use the term embedding verbs instead
of embedding predicates.)

9 Neutral sentences and their prosody, which fall beyond the scope of this paper,
are described and discussed in Kálmán (1985a) and Kálmán et al. (1986).

10 This low plateau has been claimed to be the result of stress reduction (e.g.,
Kenesei 1998a, 67–8) or stress eradication (e.g., Kálmán et al. 1986).
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pitch accent.11 In the case of a CQ containing a single question word,
this H + L accent appears at the left edge of the syntactically focused
question phrase (‘Q-FOCUS’).

(9) Single clause, single CQ

[János]TOP [ki-nek]FOC mutat-t-a be Mari-t?
John.nom who-dat introduce-past-defo.3sg vm Mary-acc

‘Who did John introduce Mary to?’

In a multiple CQ, only the final question phrase bears the characteristic
sharp fall in pitch; other question phrases which appear preverbally bear
a high (H) monotone, regardless of their order relative to each other,
cf. (10a–b).12 This high plateau is most clearly exemplified by non-final
question phrases which consist of more than one syllable, as in (10b), and
sequences of multiple non-final question phrases, as in (11).

(a)(10) Single clause, multiple CQ

[Ki ]FOC [ki-nek]FOC mutat-t-a be Mari-t?
who.nom who-dat introduce-past-defo.3sg vm Mary-acc

‘Who introduced Mary to who?’

11 In analysing this fall in Hungarian as a bitonal H + L accent, this work accords
with that of Varga (2008, 489–92), which contrasts with Grice et al.’s (2000, 169–
75) analysis of falling contours in English and other languages as being composed
of a separate H pitch accent and a L phrase accent.

12 Setting aside issues relating to animacy differences, Hungarian is a language which
does not exhibit so-called Superiority effects (É. Kiss 1987, 60).
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(b) Single clause, multiple CQ

[Ki-nek]FOC [ki ]FOC mutat-t-a be Mari-t?
who-dat who.nom introduce-past-defo.3sg vm Mary-acc

‘Who introduced Mary to who?’

(a)(11) Single clause, multiple CQ13

[Ki-t]FOC [ki-nek]FOC [ki ]FOC mutat-ott be?
who-acc who-dat who.nom introduce-past.3sg vm

‘Who introduced who to who?’

(b) Single clause, multiple CQ

[Ki-nek]FOC [ki-t]FOC [ki ]FOC mutat-ott be?
who-dat who-acc who.nom introduce-past.3sg vm

‘Who introduced who to who?’

13 In this pitchtrack, the L tone on utterance-final be is produced with creaky voice
(laryngealization), a feature common to many speakers in those regions which
have very low fundamental frequency (Beckman–Ayers Elam 1997). Shallow dips
in the pitchtrack on question words are likely due to the pull of the baseline
combined with the effect of a following H tone.
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The initial H monotone exemplified in these data is a feature of non-neu-
tral predicates more generally (Mycock 2010). Data show that the widest
scoping operator in a non-neutral predicate bears the H + L accent (Hu-
nyadi 2002; Mycock 2010). When this operator is not predicate initial,
e.g., in (10a–b), (11a–b) and in (12) where the negative operator takes
scope over the preceding universal quantifier,14 the H + L accent is pre-
ceded by a H monotone. The prosodically prominent operator takes scope
over any element that forms part of the preceding H plateau or the fol-
lowing L plateau within the same intonation contour. This is in line
with Hunyadi’s (1985; 1999; 2002) general approach to operators, prosody
and scope.

(12) Mindenki nem=dicsér-t-e Anná-t.
everyone.nom neg=praise-past-defo.3sg Anna-acc

‘Not everyone praised Anna.’ (Kenesei 2009, 586, fn. 13)

Thus the intonation contour associated with a non-neutral predicate is:
(H) H + L L.

In the case of a long-distance dependency, Strategy 1 exhibits the
usual non-neutral predicate contour: the single question word in the
higher clause bears the characteristic H + L accent followed by a low
plateau (13). This low plateau extends over the whole of the lower clause.
This pattern is consistent with Hunyadi’s (1985; 1999; 2002) proposals
concerning the relationship between prosody and operator scope.

14 The universal quantifier in (11) occupies distributive quantifier position, i.e.,
occurs in the preverbal operator field. It is not a topic because universal quan-
tifiers, as non-referential elements, cannot appear in topic position except when
they are a contrastive topic. Mindenki ‘everyone’ in (11) does not bear the rising
intonation contour associated with a contrastive topic (Gyuris 2003, 24).
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(13) Long-distance dependency: single question word

[István]TOP [ki-nek]FOC gondol-ja, [hogy [János]TOP

Stephen.nom who-dat think-pres.defo.3sg that John.nom

be-mutat-t-a Mari-t]?
vm-introduce-past-defo.3sg Mary-acc

‘Who does Stephen think that John introduced Mary to?’

In this sentence, as in (9), (10a–b) and (11a–b), interrogative scope is not
only signalled by the syntactic position which the question word occupies,
the intonation contour associated with the predicate is consistent with
indicating the extent of interrogativity as well, the immediately preverbal
question word being the widest scoping operator (Mycock 2010).

Thus, the ‘out-of-the-blue’ long-distance dependency in (13) is as-
sociated with a single instance of the non-neutral predicate contour and
this correlates with the scope of the widest-scoping operator, which is
interrogative. Such data are in line with Hunyadi’s (1985; 1999; 2002)
approach to the prosody–syntax interface in Hungarian.

3.5.2. CQ formation strategy 2: scope marking

The non-neutral predicate intonation contour is also a feature of scope
marking (Strategy 2), though this type of CQ is associated with more
than one occurrence of this particular pattern of intonation.

In a scope-marking construction, the lower interrogative clause ex-
hibits the usual pattern of prosody found in a single clause CQ. When
there is a single question word in the lower clause, as in (14), it is this
element which bears the H + L accent followed by the low plateau that is
characteristic of the contour associated with a non-neutral predicate.

When more than one question word is present in the lower clause
(15), the typical pattern of prosody, exemplified and discussed in section
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3.5.1, is observed; i.e., the final question word in the preverbal group
bears the H + L accent that is followed by a low plateau, while a non-final
question word bears a H monotone.

(14) Scope marking: single question word in lower clause

[István]TOP [mi-t]FOC gondol, [hogy [János]TOP

Stephen.nom what-acc think.pres.3sg that John.nom

[ki-nek]FOC mutat-t-a be Mari-t]?
who-dat introduce-past-defo.3sg vm Mary-acc

‘Who does Stephen think that John introduced Mary to?’

(15) Scope marking: multiple question words in lower clause

[István]TOP [mi-t]FOC gondol, [hogy [ki ]FOC [ki-t]FOC

Stephen.nom what-acc think.pres.3sg that who.nom who-acc

hív-ott fel]?
call-past.3sg vm

‘Who does Stephen think called who?’

As for the prosody of the higher clause in the scope-marking construction,
this too exhibits the usual intonation pattern for a non-neutral predicate.
In (14) and (15), the interrogative scope-marker mit ‘what’ bears the
H + L accent and this is followed by the familiar low plateau. This in-
tonation pattern is associated with every occurrence of the interrogative
scope-marker in this type of construction (16).
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(16) [István]TOP [mi-t]FOC gondol, [hogy [Ilona]TOP [mi-t]FOC

Stephen.nom what-acc think.pres.3sg that Helen.nom what-acc

akar, [hogy [János]TOP [ki-t]FOC hív-j-on fel]]?
want.pres.3sg that John.nom who-acc call-subjunc-3sg vm

‘Who does Stephen think that Helen wants John to call?’

The extent of the plateau following the H + L accent on the interrogative
scope-marker is significant. Recall that in a long-distance dependency
such as (13) the low plateau extends over the rest of the sentence and
the entire non-neutral predicate contour correlates with the extent of in-
terrogativity. In a scope-marking construction, the plateau following the
interrogative scope-marker extends into a lower clause as far as the first
‘true’ question phrase or the next scope-marker, see (14). Any topic in a
lower clause, e.g. János in (14), is part of the plateau, though this may
be realized with a slight rise as the H tone of the following H + L pitch
accent is approached. Given the correlation between scope and the extent
of the non-neutral predicate contour which has been observed (Hunyadi
2002; Mycock 2010), a scope-marking construction’s intonation indicates
that the scope of interrogativity extends from a higher clause into a lower
clause up to the point where a separate non-neutral predicate intonation
contour is initiated and thus that this construction includes multiple in-
terrogative operators with distinct scopes. The start of any subsequent
non-neutral predicate contour aligns either with a ‘true’ question word
or another scope-marker rather than a clause boundary.

In summary, with respect to the intonation of multiple-clause CQs,
comparison of utterances such as (13) and (14) reveals that the major dif-
ference between Strategy 1, (multiple) syntactic focusing, and Strategy
2, scope marking, is that the latter involves more than one non-neutral
predicate contour. This indicates that a scope-marking construction in-
cludes multiple (interrogative) scope-taking elements with distinct scopes
that do not coincide with clause boundaries in the syntax.
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4. Discussion

As stated in 3.5.2, a correlation has been observed between the extent
of the non-neutral predicate intonation contour and the scope of the
widest-scoping operator in Hungarian (Hunyadi 2002; Mycock 2010). In
the case of a long-distance dependency like (13), a single instance of the
relevant contour is involved and this correlates in a straightforward way
with the (matrix) scope of the interrogative element (i.e., the question
phrase in the higher clause). By contrast, the scope-marking construction
exemplified by (14) involves two occurrences of the non-neutral predicate
contour, meaning that this CQ’s intonation is consistent with there being
two interrogative elements with distinct, but possibly related, scopes:
(i) the scope of the interrogative scope-marker mi- ‘what’, which is present
in the higher clause, and (ii) the scope of the question phrase(s) in the
lower clause.

To account for this pattern of intonation, and to account more
generally for the apparent violation of the embedding verb’s usual subcat-
egorization requirements, I propose that rather than being an embedded
CQ, the lower clause in a scope-marking construction is a non-interrog-
ative which contains a CQ and as a consequence is a CP which has the
status of a question phrase. This question phrase is clausal rather than,
for example, nominal, but it can take scope over a higher clause just like
any other type of question phrase (e.g. NP which man, AP how far).
A CQ which includes a question clause is unusual in crucially involving
co-dependent interrogatives. One CQ is part of the lower non-interroga-
tive question clause, which means this clause has question phrase status
without being a CQ itself. This question clause may take scope over a
higher clause thus forming another CQ, one whose interpretation is in
turn dependent on the meaning of the CQ in the question clause.

This proposal is in general accord with the semantics of interrogative
scope marking outlined in Staudacher (2000). Staudacher (2000) claims
that the co-dependency established in a scope-marking construction re-
quires that a proposition which constitutes an answer to, for example,
(14) is a possible answer to the CQ in the lower clause (Who did John

introduce Mary to?) which the subject of the higher clause (Stephen)
thinks/believes. (14) could therefore be more accurately translated as
‘Of which proposition does Stephen think that it is an answer to the CQ
Who did John introduce Mary to?’
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Staudacher’s (2000) analysis is supported by data such as (17) and
(18), which show that comparable CQs, formed in accordance with Strat-
egy 1 and Strategy 2 respectively, are not equivalent.

(17) Syntactic focusing (Strategy 1)

István [ki-t]FOC nem gondol, [hogy János fel-hív-ott?
Stephen.nom who-acc neg think.pres.3sg that John.nom vm-call-past.3sg

‘Who doesn’t Stephen think that John called?’

(18) Scope marking (Strategy 2)

*István [mi-t]FOC nem gondol, [hogy János
Stephen.nom who-acc neg think.pres.3sg that John.nom

[ki-t]FOC hív-ott fel]?
who-acc call-past.3sg vm

‘Who doesn’t Stephen think that John called?’

The scope-marking construction in (18) can be paraphrased ‘Which
proposition that is a possible answer to the CQ Who did John call?

is not thought by Stephen?’ Such a CQ would usually be unanswerable
according to Staudacher (op.cit., 203–5) because an answer would have
to be an exhaustive specification of all and only the possible complete
answers to the CQ in the lower clause which Stephen does not think. The
meaning of its Strategy 1 CQ counterpart (17), on the other hand, can
be paraphrased ‘Who is it true to say that Stephen does not think of
that person that John called him/her/them?’, a question to which there
is a unique answer. The contrast in grammaticality between a negative
scope-marking construction and its Strategy 1 CQ counterpart is thus
accounted for by the semantic differences between the two constructions,
as proposed by Staudacher (2000).

The Staudacher (2000) co-dependency analysis is supported by the
distinct intonation patterns associated with the two types of CQs con-
sidered in this paper. Strategy 1 involves only a single instance of the
non-neutral predicate intonation contour, and this correlates with the
scope of the widest-scoping (interrogative) operator, e.g., the question
phrase kinek ‘who’ in (13). The scope-marking construction, on the other
hand, involves two of these intonation contours, consistent with two dis-
tinct interrogative scopes being indicated. The first contour correlates
with scope over the higher clause, while the second contour indicates in-
terrogative scope within—but crucially not over—the lower clause. For
example, in (14) the intonation contour initiated by the H + L accent on
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the scope-marker mit ‘what’ correlates with the matrix scope of the ques-
tion clause, while the intonation contour initiated by the H + L accent on
the ‘true’ question phrase kinek ‘who’ correlates with the interrogative
scope which is internal to the lower question clause.

What remains to be accounted for is the precise status and function
of the scope-marker mi- ‘what’ in the higher clause. I argue that the key
to understanding the part that the interrogative scope-marker plays in a
scope-marking construction is the fact that a clause cannot occupy the
syntactic position associated with focus and therefore a question clause
cannot be focused in the usual way in Hungarian. Compare (19), an
example from Basque, and (20). In Basque, it is possible for a clause
to occupy the syntactic position associated with focus (19), whereas in
Hungarian this is not possible (20).

(19) Basque

[[Jon etorriko d-ela bihar]FOC esan diot Mireni]
Jon.nom come aux-that tomorrow say.past aux Mary.dat

‘That it is Jon that will come tomorrow have I told Mary.’
(Ortiz de Urbina 1990, 199)

(20)*János [csak [hogy nyíl-ik az ajtó]]FOC vett-e észre.
John.nom only that open-pres.3sg the door.nom notice.past-defo.3sg vm

‘John only noticed that the door was opening.’ (É. Kiss 2002, 231)

Just as a declarative sentence can involve syntactic focusing of a clause
in Basque, so can a CQ, in which case the focused clause contains at
least one question word; i.e., it is a question clause. This construction
is often referred to as ‘wh’ clausal pied-piping and in Basque it involves
situating the question clause in immediately preverbal position in a higher
clause, focusing it syntactically in line with this language’s regular CQ
formation strategy. Thus, in a matrix CQ such as (21), the question
clause’s syntactic position indicates that the matrix clause is part of the
scope of interrogativity.

(21) Basque

[[Nor etorriko d-ela bihar]FOC esan diozu Mireni]?
who.nom come aux-that tomorrow say.past aux Mary.dat

‘Who did you say to Mary will come tomorrow?’ (Ortiz de Urbina 1990, 199)
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Significantly, ‘wh’ clausal pied-piping is only possible in Basque when the
embedding verb is one which usually subcategorizes for a non-interroga-
tive complement (Ortiz de Urbina 1990, 199–200); i.e., the same restric-
tion on the embedding verb holds for this CQ as for the scope-marking
construction. This strongly suggests that the scope-marking construc-
tion and ‘wh’ clausal pied-piping are examples of the same type of CQ.
I claim that the difference between Basque and Hungarian is whether
a question clause can be focused in the same way as other non-clausal
question phrases. Evidence for this position comes from data such as (19)
and (20), which show that while a clause can occupy focus position in
Basque, this is not the case in Hungarian.15 Therefore, in Hungarian if a
question clause is to take scope over a higher clause, it must be focused
by some other means.

I propose that a question clause in Hungarian can only be focused
and take scope over a higher clause ‘by proxy’, i.e., by being associated
with a focused interrogative expletive element, viz. the scope-marker
mi- ‘what’. Discourse expletives have been identified in several languages.
For instance, Lecarme (1999) identifies a focus expletive in Somali.
Indeed, Kenesei (1998b, 28) refers to scope-markers for quantifiers in
Hungarian, including the interrogative scope-marker, as “expletive-like
items”. An expletive analysis of this element is supported by the fact that
mi- ‘what’, which appears to be the minimal specification of a question
word, is possible only when it is necessary (i.e., to ‘focus by proxy’ a ques-
tion clause), has no semantic content of its own, and has no independent
reference, features it shares with other expletive elements.

No new semantic mechanisms or contributions need be posited to
account for the scope-marking construction (Strategy 2). According to
the approach I have outlined, Hungarian is a language that consistently
employs one CQ formation strategy, which involves focusing question
phrases, and has an interrogative expletive in its lexicon. The scope-mark-
ing CQ construction is simply a case of Hungarian using different means
(‘focus by proxy’ involving an interrogative expletive) to the same end
(focusing of a question phrase) because, unlike other non-clausal question
phrases, question clauses cannot be syntactically focused in this language.

15 The question of why Basque should permit syntactic focusing of a clause while
Hungarian does not must be left for future research.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, I have examined the syntax and intonation of two types of
multiple-clause CQs: (multiple) syntactic focusing (Strategy 1) and scope
marking (Strategy 2). I have proposed that the scope-marking construc-
tion represents a strategy used to focus a question clause, rather than an
alternative CQ formation strategy in its own right. This is, I contend, an
example of Hungarian exploiting its resources to achieve an end which
may be achieved by different means in other languages, for instance by
‘wh’ clausal pied-piping in Basque. Once the possibility that a clause
(CP) can be a question phrase like any other XP is admitted, language-
specific and cross-linguistic data relating to these constructions can be
accounted for and additional mechanisms of interpretation or syntactic
structure prove to be unnecessary.
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